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June 13, 2020 

In this strategy briefing… 
The COVID-19 outlook is mixed. Cases are up, but not in a parabolic, 

accelerating manner that could stem from the nationwide protests. 

This in itself is positive. But this disease remains difficult to understand 

and the future is uncertain. – Strategy –  Page 3 

 

Keep your eyes on the bigger target, the horizon six, 12, and 18 

months away. Our work tells us that equity markets will be higher in 

the future. – Global Portfolio – Page 6 

 

Last week’s market drop-off did considerable technical damage to 

many charts BUT there are a few silver linings we would encourage 

investors to consider. – Technical – Page 7 

 

July could be a busy period of work on both a relief package and the 

FY 2021 budget. – Policy – Page 11 

 

FS Insight Investment Views 

Near Term 

View: 
VIX spike = tepid bull conviction = 

short pullback, Opportunity in 

epicenter stocks 

‘20 Target: 3,450 (YE P/E 17.9x · 2021 EPS $193) 

Style: High Quality  
  

Granny 

shots: 

GOOG, AAPL, AMP, PYPL, NVDA, 

CSCO, XLNX, FB, MNST, VRSN, DE, 

QCOM, KSU, EXPE, MXIM, MSFT, 

TTWO, ROK, DOV, PSX, BKNG, EBAY, 

EMR, TSLA, AXP, BF/B, PM, GRMN 
 

Additions: None 

Deletions: None 

 

The Wall Street Debrief 

 

Bears Fight Back and Stocks fall 5%; Rally Trend Unbroken 

Nothing like a nice 5% selloff to get your attention, eh?  Gets the juices flowing, makes 

you think. Or is it worry? 

Just when you thought the bear had raised the white flag and slunk back into his dark 

cave, there he was again bearing sharp teeth and slashing at investors last Thursday.  

Yes, the stock market fell sharply last week, about 5% by Friday’s end, and the drop was 

even deeper at its nadir, down almost 7% from a high of 3233 Monday.  Oh, for the 

happier days of just—well a few days ago. 

I, and my colleagues Tom Lee, Brian Rauscher and Rob Sluymer as you’ll see in following 

pages—don’t view this as the beginning of the end of the rally since March 23. We look 

at the data, whether the coronavirus (COVID-19) stats, or corporate earnings estimate 

revisions, or technical analysis, and it doesn’t look like a bear market rally. It looks like 

a bonafide rally.    

A few factors seemed to have depressed the formerly more enthusiastic investor 

sentiments. First, the fear of coronavirus (COVID-19) returning is ever present and just 

below the market’s surface.  The rally’s been big but sentiment remains fragile. There 

were some media headlines about some states experience increasing cases.  However, 

as Tom Lee points out, beginning page 3, the headlines and the facts aren’t the same.  

There is no strong evidence so far of a serious “second wave” as states reopen. 

And secondly the Fed’s FOMC meeting finished Wednesday and its outlook was less 

than thrilling. The idea that the Fed will keep rates low through 2022 might seem good 

for stocks, but the corollary to that is, “Wait a minute, the Fed thinks the economy will 

need rates to stay low that low.”  Cue the despair and the bear roar.  For more on this, 

see page 12. 

Last week, the Standard & Poor’s 500 index finished around 3041, giving back the gains 

of the previous week.  The market is up 4% from 12 months ago. Then of course the 

market had gone a long way in a few weeks; it was ripe for any excuse in my opinion.  

 

Vito J. Racanelli 
Senior Editor & Marketing 

Intelligence Analyst 

Formerly a Senior Writer at Barron's, 

where he covered stocks, bonds, and 

financial markets 

    
          @WSintelligencer 
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 Vito Racanelli, Sr. Editor & Marketing Intelligence Analyst 

Last Thursday, the S&P 500 saw its largest single-day downside shift in the percentage 

of overbought stocks since at least 1990, according to Bespoke Investment Group. On 

Monday, the net percentage of overbought stocks (overbought minus oversold) reached 

as high as 89%, but that fell to 6% after Thursday’s rout. But BIG also notes that one, 

three, and six months later, the S&P 500 traded higher all four times.  In the one-year 

time window, the median gain was 16% with positive returns three out of four times, 

ranging from a decline of 1.36% after the 2007 occurrence to a gain of 21.5% after the 

1997 occurrence.  I find that comforting. 

While we’re on the subject of technical things, you can get your fill from Rob Sluymer 

on the website today, where there’s a special look at some hard-hit cyclical stocks.  

Moreover, I will note that the market saw 90% up volume days on the previous Friday 

and last Monday, similar to the first rally days in March. That’s strong stuff. As 

Wellington Shields put it in a recent report, you just can’t expect that kind of 

momentum to persist three months in. The numbers are long term bullish, even if short 

term the market is stretched and a little frothy. 

This is the kind of pullback we’ve been saying to buy, if you missed the initial 40% from 

March 23. As Tom Lee has pointed out again and again, there remains a lot of dry 

powder sitting on the sidelines in the form of cash.  There’s simply too much of it for 

this to be the sustainable return of the bear. 

The reopening of the US economy isn’t going to be smooth but it is going to happen. 

Moreover, even if there is a second wave, I doubt there will be a second shutdown, but a 

more balance approach of masks, hand washing and distancing.  

On Thursday, Labor Department data showed 1.5 million Americans applied for 

unemployment benefits in the week through June 6, extending a drop from a recent 

peak of nearly 7 million applicants in the week through March 28. 

The Cboe Volatility Index, or VIX (dubbed the market’s “fear gauge”) jumped to about 

40 from 25 during the week with Thursday its biggest one-day increase in more than 

two years.  

Quote of the Week: From WSJ: The net worth of U.S. households saw a record decline in 

the first three months of this year as the coronavirus pandemic sent shock waves 

through the economy and caused equity prices to plummet. Household net worth fell 

5.6% in the first quarter from the previous three months to a seasonally adjusted 

$110.79 trillion, the Federal Reserve said Thursday. That was the largest single-quarter 

drop in records going back to the early 1950s.  Gross domestic product contracted at an 

annualized rate of 5% in the January-to-March period. 

Questions? Contact Vito J. Racanelli at vito.racanelli@fsinsight.com or 212 293 7137. 

Or go to www.fsinsight.com. 
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The View from Thomas Lee (Equity Strategy) 

 

Market Pullback Overdue; Lots of Cash Still On the Sidelines 

It was a painful week, with equity markets down 5%.  But a big pullback was overdue, 

given the extended and relentless rise. The natural question is whether this is the start 

of a broader sell-off. 

If so, the one thing to be mindful of is: who needs to de-lever?  There are still tons of cash 

on the sidelines and CFTC positioning data shows institutions are largely risk-off.  

Sentiment is still weak.  The only constituents really bullish are Robinhood investors 

(Millennials), as retail broadly is bearish, particularly Baby Boomers. There is not a lot 

of de-leveraging that is needed. Plus, credit is holding up reasonably well and supports 

equity valuations.  

The protest marches have fractured the coronavirus (COVID-19) recovery timeline. I 

would say that the COVID-19 outlook is mixed. Cases are up, but not in a parabolic, 

accelerating manner that could stem from the nationwide protests. This in itself is 

positive.  But this disease remains difficult to understand and the future is uncertain.  

And cases are up.   

POINT #1:  The 7-day change in cases, which smooths out the day by day noise, shows 

a rise of +1,671 vs one week ago. There are many states with increased cases, but a lot 

of it is due to increased testing.  And five states have higher case growth and 

hospitalizations (Arkansas and Utah, plus the border states, CA, TX and AZ). More on 

this in Point 3. By the way, most states (except for three or four) have higher cases and 

flat to down hospitalizations. 

The rise in testing is a good thing overall.  But it 

is making case numbers less an organic story, 

but instead, one of detection (more tests). The 

fact that cases and hospitalizations are moving 

in different directions does suggest positivity 

may become more important.  And seeing that 

rate fall, at this stage that may be more 

appropriate. 

POINT #2: It’s been 14 days since the nationwide 

protests erupted over Black Lives Matter.  And as we have written in multiple 

commentaries, there has been no evident surge in cases.  But in the name of prudence, 

officials and clients would rather err on the side of "give it time."  

I think three weeks is perhaps too long: (1) patient is infection pre-symptomatic, 

meaning day 1 (2) 50% of patients are symptomatic by day five; (3) 92% by day 14. So 

by day 7, the R0 should be very high, because these people are pre-symptomatic and 

would have already contacted multiple others. (R0 describes how many cases of a 

disease an infected person will go on to cause).  

 

Thomas J. Lee, CFA 
Co-Founder & Head of Research 

Previously Chief Equity Strategist at 

J.P. Morgan from 2007 to 2014, top 

ranked by Institutional Investor every 

year since 1998. 

    
           @Fundstrat 
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Thomas Lee, Co-Founder & Head of Research 

However, we should have already seen a surge in cases.  These nationwide protests took 

place in >350 cities/town and involved likely nearly 1 million Americans. That’s a 

perfect environment for a super spreader event, but it hasn’t happened so far.  

Take a look at (chart next page) how cases progressed in Italy, after the 2/19/2020 

Champions League event:  by day 7, daily reported cases were 131X;  by day 14, daily 

reported cases were 587X; by day 21, daily reported cases were 2,313X!  It did not take 

more than 7 days to see a massive surge in daily reported cases and 

by day 14, it was already pandemic.  We are already past day 14. I 

believe only 2 states have seen a real increase in cases + 

hospitalization, excluding testing: AR and UT.  Plus, the imported 

cases for TX, CA and AZ. Importantly, this takes us back to how the 

rise in cases being widely reported is technically correct, but it is 

not clear that the case rises is due to organic spread, versus greater 

testing or imported cases along the US-Mexico border. 

Cases and hospitalizations tend to track each other, as this was true in NY state. In many 

states where cases are rising,  hospitalizations are flat to down. It does suggest that 

better testing is contributing to discovered cases. Or it could be that the disease is in 

milder forms in these cases. 

POINT #3: Border-zone. In our previous commentary, we noted how the cases seen in 

the border states--TX, CA and AZ--have been clustered near the Mexican border.  That, 

combined with the fact that >50% of new cases are of Hispanic ethnicity (>70% in CA), 

suggest these cases might somehow be overflow from Mexico.  In fact, this has been 

widely reported in the media. (May 27th Washington Post story 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/05/27/coronavirus-mexico-

border/?arc404=true) 

The three states seeing a surge in cases is not a consequence of the re-opening, nor of 

the protests.  In our view, this surge potentially stems from the overflow from Mexico.  

And the resulting community transmission.  So, this is less due to the mobility 

consequences of the re-opening. Note that in AZ, the entire surge is at the border, while 

in CA the surge is in the southern part of the state, particularly along the border. Texas 

has the surges in the big cities, so this is different.  But Texas’ population is in the major 

cities.  A Bloomberg story earlier this week implied Houston was on the “precipice of 

disaster.” 

What really happened in Houston? The transcript of a press briefing with Houston 

officials says, first, the existing stay-home/work-safe order expired June 10 and, 

second, daily cases are rising but "significantly but not dangerously." Houston’s 

hospital capacity is “ample,” officials said. Houston COVID-19 cases reported are higher 

but hospitalizations are flat to down. This is not a pattern of rising cases and increased 

hospitalizations. Moreover, Houston tends to have hospital capacity issue during flu 

season... so this is not COVID-19 specific.  Hardly sounds like it is at the precipice of a 

disaster. 

 

 

Source: Johns Hopkins Source: Johns Hopkins 
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Figure: Comparative matrix of risk/reward drivers in 2020 

Per FS Insight 

 

Figure: FS Insight Portfolio Strategy Summary - Relative to S&P 500 

** Performance is calculated since strategy introduction, 1/10/2019 

 
Source: FS Insight, Bloomberg 
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Global Portfolio Strategy: Brian Rauscher 

 

Despite Pullback, Earnings Revisions Support Rally  

Given last week’s pullback, I remind investors to keep your eyes on the bigger target, 

the horizon six, 12, and 18 months away. Our work tells us that equity markets will be 

higher in the future. Additionally, from a positioning standpoint our proprietary 

sector single stock quantitative stock models still strongly suggest that offensive, like 

tech and cyclicals, areas will lead at the expense of cash and traditional defense 

sectors. I continue to recommend a barbell approach of Growth/FAANG and 

Value/Cyclicals. 

The bears claim the rally since March 23 is non-sensical, a bubble, disconnected from 

the economy, and only rising because of Fed policy. The impressive equity market 

bounce that began after our preferred tactical indicators flashed a buy signal on 3/20 

has not only made sense, but also has the underpinnings for more gains.  

Our research is supported by the following: Extreme oversold condition that occurred 

on 3/20 and positive inflections in all our preferred tactical indicators; earnings 

revisions that have clearly turned less bad; investors valuing the S&P 500 and its 

constituents on some type of forward normalized earnings, NOT trough profits; and 

valuation expansion that is based on historical factor analysis of what drives 

multiples. Additionally, unprecedented monetary and fiscal policy has rained on the 

economy, with more likely. Finally, continued skepticism by investors, which is a 

contrarian positive, and helps equites climb the proverbial Wall of Worry. 

Earnings revisions are clearly getting less bad. This is VERY important. This alone 

strongly backs the rally and makes a case against the market being illogical or only 

being fueled by Fed Policy. The historical precedent for this is powerful with no 

exceptions for major market bottoms since 1990. Markets don’t wait for profit growth 

to return to absolute positive before beginning to rally. The key driver has always been 

positive inflections and signs of less bad.  

The number of companies with absolute revisions positive and improving has risen 

once again. I generally expect all these figures to continue to trend higher for the next 

4-8 weeks. I will be on the lookout in coming months for more names are shifting 

from “earnings revisions still absolute negative but less bad” to “absolute revisions 

positive and improving,” or double plus. 

Our research suggests that valuing the equity market or specific stocks on the current 

depressed profits levels from the self-inflicted corona virus lockdowns is misleading 

and not reflecting the true earnings power of Corporate America. Normalized earnings 

stream provides a better gauge. Investors should use at least 2021 and or 2022 EPS 

estimates, preliminarily a range of $180-200. 

I take exception to comparing forward P/Es absolutely with historic readings. Without 

considering other factors, including interest rates, inflation one is really comparing 

apples and oranges. At the 2000 S&P 500 price and valuation peak, the fed funds rate 

was above 5.5% while today’s level is near zero. In our view, this alone clearly argues 

for a higher level of valuation for equities. I could make a case based on historical 

valuation analysis that P/Es should not only be at the north end of their long-term 

ranges but should also trade at all-time peak levels. If the current low level of interest 

rates stays in place and inflation remains quiescent, the forward P/E could reach 20-

22x the normalized OEPS level for 2022, which may prove to be conservative.   

Thus, we see a range of 3600 (20 x $180) to 4400 (22 x $200) as achievable over time. 

 

Brian Rauscher, CFA 
Head of Global Portfolio Strategy & 

Asset Allocation 

Rauscher’s work experience includes 

Morgan Stanley, Brown Brothers 

Harriman, Fortress Investment Group, 

and Wedge Partners. He most recently 

served as Chief Portfolio Strategist at 

Robert W. Baird & Co.  
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Technicals: Robert Sluymer 

 

Slide Does Technical Damage But Doesn’t End Rally Mode 

Last week’s market drop-off did considerable technical damage to many charts BUT 

there are a few silver linings we would encourage investors to consider. 

The Standard & Poor’s (SPX), along with many stocks, notably cyclicals, were 

overbought at resistance heading into the beginning of this week. The SPX has pulled 

back to the upper end of a very broad support band beginning at its 200-day moving 

average (dma) at 3013, just above two important support levels. The first is the 62% 

retracement at 2935 and the second at the 50% retracement, 2792. Interestingly, the 

rising 50-dma at 2900 is in the middle of the band and serves as a reasonable proxy for 

the uptrend of the market. I expect those support levels to hold. 

Short-term momentum indicators are still early in downturns from overbought levels 

reached last week. Most daily momentum indicators, tracking two-four-week 

directional shifts, are only a few days old. In general, a downturn from overbought 

level suggests two+ weeks of weak/sloppy trading, and next week is an option 

expiration week.  

Bottom line: Given the velocity of 

recent moves, I have to weigh the odds 

of whether an entirely new downside 

move is developing or equity markets 

are merely unwinding a very 

overbought short-term condition. I 

think markets will find support near 

the support bands highlighted above. 

Could a multi-month, intermediate-

term correction be taking hold? Yes, 

that is a possibility foolish to ignore, 

but it is premature to draw that 

conclusion.  

I continue to favor a barbell strategy 

of secular and cyclical growth using 

pullbacks in each to further 

accumulate exposure. Bellwether 

stocks at each end of the barbell 

remain attractive technically for long-

term investors despite recent 

weakness. Growth bellwethers: 

Despite this week’s sell-off, AMZN and NFLX remain in longer-term uptrends 

Cyclical bellwethers: Please consult our “epi-center” stock list on the website. This 

week’s collapse interestingly retraced 50-62% of their May 14-early June rebounds, 

which are retracement levels that often provide support in corrections. We expect 

these levels to hold and would use recent weakness to accumulate these stocks for 

those accounts with flexibility to own deep cyclicals. Investors should continue to 

focus on the more important technical event developing within equity markets, the 

rotation toward oversold/bottoming cyclicals. 
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Figure: Weekly Sector Review 

Source: FS Insight, Factset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: Best and worst performance sectors over past 3 months 
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Source: FS Insight, Bloomberg 

GRANNY SHOTS: Best bets in 2020 

 

Below we’ve highlighted stocks that we recommend across at least two of our 

investment strategies for 2020. These companies could benefit from multiple themes 

and secular tailwinds – clear picks in our view for the first half of 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: Granny Shots are the “best of the best” 

Stocks which appear in multiple themes. Source: FS Insight  

 

Figure: Granny Shots Portfolio Performance 

Monthly. Source: FS Insight. FactSet as of 06/11/20 
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Figure: Intersection of investment recommendations by strategy 

As of 06/11/20, Source: FS Insight, FactSet  

 
 

The stocks in the Granny Shots portfolio collectively outperformed the S&P 500 by 

2340 bps since its inception (S&P 500 is up 15.6% during the same period).  
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1 GOOG Alphabet Inc $892,559 12.1% 33.4x • • • • • 5

2 AAPL Apple Inc $1,455,903 21.5% 27.2x • • • • 4

3 AMP Ameriprise Financial Inc $17,016 (9.4%) 8.3x • • • 3

4 CSCO Cisco Systems Inc $185,199 (1.9%) 13.9x • • • 3

5 FB Facebook Inc $539,654 16.4% 30.7x • • • 3

6 NVDA Nvidia Corp $216,435 56.6% 43.2x • • • 3

7 PYPL Paypal Holdings Inc $179,694 48.6% 45.9x • • • 3

8 XLNX Xilinx Inc $21,821 (1.1%) 33.9x • • • 3

9 AXP American Express Co $79,370 (13.7%) 33.2x • • 2

10 BF/B Brown-Forman Corp $30,156 4.1% 40.2x • • 2

11 BKNG Booking Holdings Inc $65,013 (15.6%) 114.4x • • 2

12 EBAY Ebay Inc $33,686 39.8% 14.2x • • 2

13 GRMN Garmin Ltd $17,463 0.8% 27.1x • • 2

14 MNST Monster Beverage Corp $35,701 13.8% 32.4x • • 2

15 PM Philip Morris International In $110,945 (9.2%) 14.5x • • 2

16 ROK Rockwell Automation Inc $23,867 8.8% 28.4x • • 2

17 TSLA Tesla Inc $180,438 139.6% 268.0x • • 2

18 DE Deere & Co $47,270 (5.7%) 25.4x • • 2

19 DOV Dover Corp $13,848 (9.5%) 19.7x • • 2

20 EMR Emerson Electric Co $36,123 (13.6%) 20.4x • • 2

21 EXPE Expedia Group Inc $10,529 (21.0%) N/A • • 2

22 KSU Kansas City Southern $13,832 2.1% 21.6x • • 2

23 MSFT Microsoft Corp $1,412,567 25.2% 32.7x • • 2

24 MXIM Maxim Integrated Products Inc $15,214 (0.2%) 25.9x • • 2

25 PSX Phillips 66 $32,751 (25.6%) 33.1x • • 2

26 QCOM Qualcomm Inc $94,516 2.3% 22.8x • • 2

27 TTWO Take-Two Interactive Software $15,373 17.3% 33.6x • • 2

28 VRSN Verisign Inc $23,589 13.0% 29.7x • • 2

Average (relative to  S&P 500) $207,162 10.6% 39.8x

Median (relative to  S&P 500) $35,912 2.2% 29.7x
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Views on Washington Policy from Tom Block 

 

Gov’t Focused on Race, Policing; July Could Be Busy Aid Month   

Washington remains focused on the issues of race and policing that have gripped the 

nation since the killing of George Floyd three weeks ago.  In the past week Federal 

Reserve Chairman Powell and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin have both spoken of 

the need for another round of stimulus.   

Meanwhile, Senate Leader Mitch McConnell dismissed the House passed package but 

also concedes that another coronavirus relief bill is likely in July.  However, earlier talk 

of a bill by July 4 has generally been sidelined by the positive May jobs report and initial 

steps towards a broader economic recovery. 

Secretary Mnuchin specifically mentioned another round of stimulus checks as an 

action that may be appropriate. Others, especially from states with the highest 

unemployment, are focused on the supplemental unemployment benefit that expires 

at the end of July.  

The bill approved by the House contains both programs, but there is a view among 

Senate Republicans that the eventual package should be at the $1 trillion level rather 

than the $3 trillion passed by the Democratic House. 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is likely to bring the House back into session in the coming 

two weeks, as she would like the House to pass its police reform package prior to July 4.  

This could give the House and Senate the opportunity to begin talks on a coronavirus 

relief package, though the Senate is unlikely to bring any bill to the floor until members 

return from their July 4 break on July 20. 

July could be a busy period of work on both a relief package and the FY 2021 budget.  

At present both bodies will be in session for three weeks prior to their August break that 

will begin August 7.   

 

L. Thomas Block 
Washington and Policy Strategist 

Formerly Global Head of Government 

Relations at J.P. Morgan for 21 years, 
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Assistant and Chief of Staff in the 

House, and Legislative Staff Director  

in the Senate 
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Fed Watch 

 

Fed: Rates to Stay Low through 2022, But Watch Fed Futures 

The Federal Reserve made a bold prediction last Wednesday at the end of the regularly 

scheduled Federal Open Market Committee meeting. It said rates are going to stay low 

for years, through 2022. 

Come on, you say.  Everyone knows that. That’s not bold.  Maybe and then again maybe 

they won’t stay low for years. I think it’s bold because the future is ofttimes hardly 

knowable 2 days out, let alone two years.  The smart investor is skeptical of specific and 

definitive predictions about the long-term future—even from the Fed. Moreover, as I’ll 

note below, the Fed hasn’t been right about rates for years, actually. If you really want 

to know what’s going to happen to US interest rates then you should watch the Fed 

futures market.  

Additionally, in new projections released Wednesday, all 17 Fed officials who 

participate in the rate-setting meetings said they expect to hold rates near zero next 

year, and 15 of them projected rates would stay there through 2022.  That is two years 

from now. The Fed certainly believes in its own powers of projection. 

So, what did the FOMC say last Wednesday. Fed chairman Jeremy Powell said—in a line 

that might come back to bite him: “We’re not thinking about raising rates.” said Mr. 

Powell.  It’s the kind of line that will be memorable one way or another.  The Fed 

reiterated its commitment to supporting the economy following the shock caused by 

the pandemic.  

On the one hand, certainly with the US economy in recession it’s fair to say that rates 

aren’t going up soon. But it’s becoming clear that this was a coronavirus-induced 

recession and not a “natural’ recession that comes of overextended companies and 

falling demand.  

Investors should look to the Fed futures. I’ve been watching the Fed’s famous “dot plot” 

of rate expectations and matching it against the Fed futures markets for more than five 

years. Guess what?  The Fed futures market’s accuracy record is far better than the Fed 

itself. Now it just happens the futures say rates are going to stay low but keep an eye on 

it.  And changes there about higher rates come about long before the Fed policymakers 

begin to talk about it. 

There’s that Fed put to worry about, after all, which helps keep markets calm. Just one 

word from the Fed about higher rates would likely send markets reeling these days. By 

the way, all this was none too good for the bank and financial stocks, which fell 9% on 

the week. 

Additionally, most Fed officials projected the economy would contract by anywhere 

between 4% and 10% this year. 

Even with the report last week that the economy added jobs in May, there are still nearly 

20 million fewer Americans employed than there were in February. Powell suggested 

that that millions of people possibly wouldn’t go back to their old job or their prior 

industry, given the potential for reduced demand for goods or services that require 

increased human contact he said.  Initial jobless claims fell to 1.5 million last week, 

signaling a slow start to a potential recovery.   

The yield on the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note dropped sharply last week to 

about 0.71% vs 0.89% one week previous. Next FOMC meeting on July 28-29. 

 

 

 

 

 

          @federalreserve 

 

https://twitter.com/federalreserve
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